
 
 
 

AIR HANDLING UNIT  

Floor Mounted Air Handling Unit with Plug Type And Belt 

Driven Fan. 

Capacity Range 

 
1000 cfm to 40,000 cfm 

 

Applications 
  

Comfort Air-Conditioning for Schools, Studio,Airports,Laboratories,Multiplx, 

Offices,Institutional Buildings and Hotels. 

 

Options/Available 
 Single/double tier construction. 

 Filter section for Eu-5,7 in rigid/bag construction. 

 Humidification,pre/re heat package. 

 Heat recovery wheel. 

 Mixing box with fresh/return air dampers. 

 Weather-proof light,limit switech,view glass.  

 

 

 

 Construction 
 Unit is manufactured in heavay extrudad 

aluminiumsectionwith and without thermal 

break and internal coving section  

 Unit panels are filled with 25 or 43 mm 

thick pressure injected polyurethane 

foam,having 38/40 kg/m3  density. 

 Various options such as pre-coated 

galvanized sheets,aluminium &ss 304 &ss 

316 sheets in various thicknesses are 

available for inner and outer skin of double 

skin panels 

 Hight efficiency,Amca Certified,imported 

DWDI&plug type  blowers are used 

 Forard curved blowers for normal 

applications and backward curved for high 

resistance applications  

 Drain pan made of ss 304 with dual slope 

to facilite immediate discharge of 

condensate 



 
 
 

 Base frame is a made of galvanized steel 

with die cost aluminium joints having 

lifting holes or M.S. Chennals.  

 Access doors are provided with hinges and 

locks made of die casting or self-

extinguishing nylon for perfect air lightnes 

Features 
 

 The unit is manufactured in accordance with client requirements  

 

VENTILATION UNIT 

 
Capacity Range  

 
 1000 CFM to 40,000 CFM.  

 

Applications 

 
 Shopping Malls,Hotels,Hospitals. 

 Pharmaceutical Industries and Industrial unit. 

      

Features  

    
 Available in single/double skin construcation.  

 Belt driven. 

 Forward/backward curve fan. 

 Multi-stage filtration availble on request. 

 

CEILING SUSPENDED/VERTICAL UNIT  
     Capacity Range 

 800 CFM to 8000 CFM. 

Applications 
 Shopping malls,multiplexes and small 

offices.                             

Features 
 Compact size and low height with 

single/multi centrifugal fan.  

 Direct driven/belt options. 

 Unit available in double/single skin  

 Double skin units available with 

aluminium profile. 

 Direct driven units with single-phase 

motors. 



 
 
 

 

AIR-COOLED UNIT  
Capacity Range  

 1000 CFM to 1,50,000 CFM. 

 

Applications 
 Air-cooled unit used in POY ,Textile,Fume Exhaust Systems,Control room ventilation 

and pressurization systems  

Construction 
 The unit is manufactured in heavy duty extruded aluminium prfile.it is also available in ms 

fabricated section in HDG or power coated finish  

 The unit panels are filled with 25 or 50 mm thick 

pressure injected polyurethane foam,having 

38/40 kg/m3 density.various options such as pre-

coated galvanized sheets,plain galvanized  

sheets,aluminium& ss 304 &ss 316 sheets in 

various thickness available  for inner & outer 

skin of double skin panels  

 High efficiency,Amca certified,imported DWDI 

type blower are used. 

 Forward curved bowers for normal applications 

and backward curved for high resistance 

application 

 Air-cooled unit sump made of ss 304 or Ms Frp lining with connections 

 Base frame is made of Ms heavy gauge channel  

 Access door are provided with hinges and locks made of die casting for perfect air 

tightness. 

 

OPTIONS AVAILABLE 
Spray Type:  
This type of houses a set of nozzles which 

spray the water into the air stream in the from 

atomized mist (by breaking the water into the 

fine particles we increase the surface area by 

multiple folds for the same volume of 

water).In this system,the Water is in direct 

contact with the airflow unlike the cellulose 

pad type system .when a single bank is 

provided (depending upon the efficiency 

required) the spray is injected in the opposite 

direction of the airflow.In a double bank 

system,the banks are kept opposite to each 

other.the entire plumbing is done with the help 

of galvanized or pvc pipe.the pump can be located inside or outside the unit. 



 
 
 

Cellulose Celdek Pad : 

These are specially treared criss-cross paper fills having a flute 

angle for 45c.The paper is speciallyprocessed with anti-

bacterial and anti-fungal treatment.this enhances life of the pad 

to almost 4-5 years of trouble-free operation.The pump can be 

located inside or outside the unit. 

 

 

 
 

 

Heat Exchanger Coil  

 

Tube Size 
 5/8”OD.x 0.4-0.65mm wall thickness is 

standard  

 1/2” OD.x 0.4-0.65 mm thickness is standard.  

 3/8”OD.x 0.4-0.65 mm thickness is standard. 

Fin material 
 Thickness of Aluminium fins:0.15-0.4mm 

 Fins spacing between two fins:4-12 fpi 

 No.of rows available:2-12 

Headers 

 Seamless M.s and copper headers,sized to 

minimize water pressure dropwith die-formed 

holes that provide a parallel surface to the coil tube for strong brazing joints 

Connection/Circuits 
 Air sales & services provides different types of circuits like quarter circuit,full 

circuit,double circuits etc 

Testing and Perormance    

 [Hydro Test] 
All coil assemblies are tested with water at 1700 psi  

 [Nitro Test]  

All coil assemblies are tested with nitogen filled at 300 psi 

Feature 
 Air sales & services  makes coils that provid two or more rows that are based on 

counterflow of water with respect toairflow.The mechanical expansion provides an 

efficient bonding of copper tube and fins for better heat transfer. Tubes are staggered in the 

direction of airflow. 

 

VOLUME CONTROL DAMPERS  



 
 
 

 Volume control dampers are specially designed for low 

leakages of air.Dampers are available in GI opposed blade 

type,aluminum extruded blade type,face and bypass.The 

blades are connected through suitable linkage to a controlling 

actuating device,such as electrical actuator or fusible 

link.blades are provided with brass or nylon bush with gear 

operated or Ms linkage facility to enable smooth and noiseless 

rotation. 

 

 Fire Dampers are made of heavy  guage galvanized steel 

having multi blade construction.The blades of the fire damper 

are held in the open position by a high tensile spring and a 

fusible link.the fusible link is “UL Stamped”and operates at 

74 degree c,causing the damper to close in case of fire. Thus 

the spread of fire through the ducts can be prevented . 

 

 Motorised Damper Body : G.I/ Aluminium / S.S sheet 

Fabricated. Blade :GI opposed blade /aluminium extruded 

blade type Actuator : 24 volt , 230 v.1 ph ac/415v.3 ph Ac,input 

signa 

 

FILTERS  
 Air sales & services  Pre-Filters are made from multi-layers 

of non-woven synthetics,HDPE & Metallic meshes. The 

filter is finally housed in a galvanized sheets/aluminium/ss. 

 

 Air sales & services Dual Filters are ideal for limited space 

application.the filter is finally housed in a galvanizes 

sheet/aluminum / ss.The microvee and pre-filter are housed 

in the some casing.They are available in washable and 

clenable versions.and also available in pleated and rod type 

models and customized manufactured as per client 

requirement. 

 

HEPA TERMINAL BOX  
Construction 



 
 
 

  Air sales & services Terminal box is fabricated with high quality 

stainless steel and CRCA sheet up to 14 gauge with powder coated 

/ buffing finish  
 Air sales & services terminal box is fabricated with aluminium & SS 

perforated sheet  

Applications  

 Air sales & services terminal box enhance the overall apperance of 

the clean rooms 

Features  

 Terminal box are manufactured as per customer requirement. 

RISER CONSTRUCTION 
  Air sales & services perforated grills is fabricated with high quality 

stainless steel and CRCA sheet up to 14 gauge 

 Air sales & services riser come with aluminium and ss perforated 

sheet along with filters and dampers. 

  

Applications 
 Air sales & services riser enhances the over all apperance of the clean rooms. 

  

Features 
 The riser can be manufactured as per the customer requirement  

 

 

PERFORATED GRILL  
 Air sales & services perforated grill is 

fabricated with high quality stainless steel 

and aluminium up to 16 gauges with 

powder coated /buffing finish 

air sales & services perforated grill is 

fabricated in aluminium & SS  

Capsule size of perforated grill is 6 x 30 

mm  

Features 
                  Perforated grills are manufactured as per  

customer requirement in different sizes  

 

 

LINEAR GRILLES 



 
 
 

 Contemporay interiors in large offices,public areas of hotels and hospitals call for 

uncluttered looking walls and false cellings with liner grilles used for supply and return 

air.They are available in any length in sections of 1.2 

or 1.8 meters with perfect alignment between 

sections.Removable louvers sections. Removable 

louvers facilitate installation.Adjustable louvers 

installed in collars are recommendad for vertical air 

pattern control. 

 Aluminium construction  

 0º, 15º or 30º deflection 

 With & without VCD 

 

  

SQUARE CEILING DIFFUSERS 
 These are used for air diffuse in multiple 

layers which help to speed up induction of 

secondary room air,thus assuring draft-free 

comfort in occupied spaces.four-way 

square diffusers give equal supply inall 

directions while three,two and one diffusers 

limit the supply in the required 

direction.Removable core simplifies 

installation and avoids visible mounting 

screws. 

 Extruded aluminium construction  

 Removable cores  

 1,2,3 and 4 way are discharge  

 With & without VCD 

 

 

LOUVERS 
 Louvers are specially designed to match the 

exteriors of a building.these are available in 

PVC,GI or aluminium construction for industrial 

purposes or in sleek looking extruded 

aluminium,contoured at specificangle to 

minimize water ingress. They come in attractive 

colours or coatings to prevent the entry of any 

flying objects. Coarse filters can also be supplied 

along with the louver. 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 

 

WATER ELIMINATORS 
 Water eliminators are designed for effective 

removal of water particles in air washers. All the 

components are made with specially designed 

dyes,so that close tolerances and uniformity are 

maintained.these are available in 2 pass,3 pass,4 

pass and 6 pass construction.the specially 

designed blades avilable in GI,aluminium &PVC 

construction have a series of bends and 

deflections that offer a large surface area against 

which the water and dust particles impinge,to be 

flushed down in the air washer tank. 

 

 

 

MIST COOLING SYSTEM 
 The more water forced into the air increases the 

humidity until the evaporation rate slows and the 

air cannot accept more water. This is when 

wetting occurs from badly designed and 

controlled systems. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ROTARY AIR FILTER  
 After a thorough search of the modern market, 

we have positioned ourselves as the leading 

manufacturer, exporter and supplier of a world 

class Rotary air filter. Best suited for chemical, 

coal mines and other similar industries, this 

cooled unit is utilized for cooling purposes. Our 

engineers only utilized quality assured 

components that we sourced from the 

trustworthy vendors of the market and 

contemporary technology. In order to ensure 

quality and perfection of this unit, our quality 

auditors test is against several parameters. Also, 



 
 
 

we offer this cooled unit to our valued client's at 

nominal prices.  

We are a leading company engaged in the production and supply of different types of Rotary Air 

Filter that are specifically devised for horizontal air flow & complete elimination of free water 

particle. We check the quality features of this product, prior to delivery in the market and at very 

reasonable prices to our customers. 

 

Specifications of Rotary Air Filter: 
 

 Filter media 

 Galvanized perforated rotating drum 

 Maximum fluff and dust from the air 

 Rotating action keeps the media clean 

 Maintains uniforms air blow 

 

 

 

 

 

AXIAL FAN  
We are one of the distinguished manufacturers and traders 

of an ample assemblage of Axial Flow Fans provided at 

industry leading rates. These fans are equipped with 

powerful motors and impeller with adjustable blades. Ease 

to install, operate and maintain, the proffered series of axial 

flow fans is extensively welcomed among our customers. 

Before the final dispatch, the offered range is tested on 

multiple quality parameters. 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 

CENTRIFUGAL FAN 

We have gain expertise in manufacturing 

qualitative Centrifugal Fans that are widely used in 

industries worldwide. Our domain expertise enabled us 

to manufacture premium quality axial fans, radial and 

centrifugal fans that can also be customized as per the 

needs and requirements. Our engineers manufacture 

these products as per the international norms and 

standard ensuring best outcome for our esteemed 

customers. We provide door-stepdelivery at stipulated 

time anywhere in India. 

 

 

 

Specifications & Product Range: 

 
 All Grades of Steels of Mild Steel, Stainless Steel, 

Aluminum etc. From 500 Cu. M / Hr to 1,00,000 Cu. M / 

Hr 

 Diameter Ranging from 300 MM to 3 Mtr. 

Available in Single / Double Inlet.Forward Curve, 

Backward Curve. 

 

Application Areas: 

 All Process Industries like, Cement, Paper, Thermal, 

Steel Plants, Chemical, Food. Petrochemical. 

 

 

 

NOZZLE WITH SS 
Corrosion free, low resistance, heavy duty rigid PVC 

piping, polycarbonate spray nozzle with S.S orifice 

and clamps for quick fixing, specially arranged to 

insure fine spray spectrum for highest efficiency. 
 

 
 

 

 



 
 
 

 

Manufactured by : 
 

Air sales & 
services 

 

 Shivensh Air system (unit of AIR SALES & SERVICES) aA/2 ambica Estate Neer G.d 

school Naroda. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 


